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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present atomistic simulations with
EAM potentials to identify the activated pathways and
energetics for dislocation loop emission from an atom-
ically sharp cracktip in single crsytal α-Fe. Nudged
elastic band calculations are used to identify saddle-
point transition states and energy barriers for disloca-
tion emission at sub-critical stress intensities. From
these calculations, the likely influence of these pathways
on the ductile to brittle transition temperature is in-
ferred.
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Introduction

The technological importance of fracture toughness
and its temperature dependence, characterized by the
brittle to ductile transition temperature (BDTT), is well
known in the arena of high-strength steels development.
For Fe and other BCC metals, which are generally viewed
as intrinsically brittle materials, an increase in fracture
toughness is observed over a relatively small tempera-
ture range.

A simple picture of the factors which influence the
BDTT can be imagined with two interacting processes:
dislocation nucleation from the cracktip region due to
remote loading, described by the stress intensity factors
KI , KII , and KIII , and convection (mobility) of emit-
ted dislocations away from the cracktip region. Emitted
dislocations from the crack contribute to elastic shield-
ing, reducing the effective stress intensity at the tip. The
mobility of dislocations away from the crack will alter
the degree of shielding, which may change the apparent
local cleavage toughness. If mobility is fast compared
to dislocation generation, the BDTT should be nucle-
ation controlled, while the opposite situation leads to a
mobility controlled BDTT.

The extent to which these processes are controlling
appears to be material dependent, and is still an active
area of research. For instance, Roberts [1] has shown a
close correspondence between the experimentally mea-
sured activation energies for the BDTT and the dis-
location velocity for a number of materials, including

silicon, germanium, and alumina. For these materials,
this implies the importance of mobility in controlling the
BDTT. However, it has also been shown in silicon that
the sharpness of the transition is related to the spacing
of dislocation sources near the cracktip; fewer sources
lead to a more abrupt BDTT. By contrast, the work of
Gumbsch et al [2] demonstrates that dislocation nucle-
ation is important in the low temperature ’semi-brittle’
regime in tungsten single crystals, although dislocation
mobility appears to control the location of the BDTT.
The nature of the dislocation sources, whether activated
at or in the vicinity of the cracktip, is not clear from
their studies. Furthermore, the activation energy for
the BDTT is found to be much lower than the activa-
tion energy for glide of screw dislocations (0.2 vs 2 eV).

Recently, it has been shown that complex transition
pathways can be explored in fully atomistic simulations
using the nudged elastic band method [3]. In that work,
emission of a dislocation loop from single crystal Cu was
considered. While the activation energy reported in that
work appears to be too high to be a likely pathway for
emission, calculations were reported for only a single
sub-critical stress intensity. The work suggests, how-
ever, that atomistic calculations can be a useful tool to
probe the relationship between activation energy for the
emission process as a function of applied stress intensity,
whereby scaling laws for nucleation could be developed
and parameterized in more coarse-grained models de-
scribing dynamic fracture.

In this work, we apply atomistic simulation, com-
bined with an efficient approach for sampling transition
pathways, to examine the activation energy barriers as-
sociated with cracktip blunting in model α-Fe. We illus-
trate the approach with two systems. First, we consider
mode II loading of a crack with favorable orientation
for edge emission on the slip plane ahead of the crack,
and examine the activation pathways as a function of
sub-critical stress intensity. We then consider mode I
loading of a system that displays ductile emission in the
athermal limit, and compare the likelihood of the emis-
sion pathway at the Griffith cleavage stress.
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Methods

In previous work [4], we performed extensive molec-
ular statics calculations examining failure pathways of
iron single crystals under mode I loading. The influence
of crystallography, substitutional solutes, and sensitivity
to the interatomic potential description was explored.
On the basis of these results, we focus on two systems
chosen for study, which are summarized in Table 1. The
(112)〈111〉 crack plane/crack direction orientation un-
der mode II loading was selected as a simple probe of
the loop emission process. This orientation and loading
mode is free of complicating effects such as the compet-
itive failure mode of brittle cleavage and normal stress
effects. The athermal response of the loading is emis-
sion of an edge dislocation on the crack plane ( θ = 0◦

). The (110)〈001〉 orientation under mode I loading was
selected on the basis of our previous statics simulations;
this orientation always resulted in ductile emission of
an edge dislocation 54.7◦ from the crack plane for all
potentials we considered.

Simulation cells representing the Fe single crystals
contain roughly 500,000 atoms and are approximately
260Å in the crack front (y) and crack propagation (x)
directions. The crack front length is set at 40|~b|, which
is estimated to be sufficiently wide to accommodate nu-
cleation of a dislocation loop [5] Interatomic interactions
are governed by the Embedded Atom Method potential
of Simonelliet al [6].

Cracks are inserted into the perfect crystal by the
displacement field given by anisotropic LEFM. Several
layers of atoms at the edge of the simulation cell are
held fixed to enforce the elastic solution far away from
the cracktip origin, while periodic boundary conditions
are applied along the crack front direction. In the case of
the mode II crack, several planes of atoms are removed
behind the cracktip to prevent direct interactions be-
tween the cracktip surfaces.

Transition Pathway Methodology

A novel variant of the nudged elastic band method
for transition pathway searching has been used in this
work. The original method and variants proposed by
Henkelman and Jonsson [7]–[9] has found widespread
application in exploring reaction transition pathways,
but becomes inefficient for strongly driven mechanical
systems, where the transition from initial to final state
results in a large release of stored elastic energy, and
hence a large decrease in energy.

In the nudged elastic band method, a set of interme-
diate replica states are hypothesized, representing the
system traversing the potential energy landscape be-
tween initial and final configurations. It is presumed
that the starting and ending states represent local min-
ima in the potential energy surface. If the replica is de-
fined by the 3N dimensional vector ~R(3N), describing

the atomic coordinates of the system, then a unit tan-
gent vector ~τi, which marks the direction of the MEP at
replica i, can be constructed as

~τi =
~Ri − ~Ri−1

|~Ri − ~Ri−1|
+

~Ri+1 − ~Ri

|~Ri+1 − ~Ri|
(1)

To find the MEP, components of the force acting perpen-
dicular to the local path direction, denoted as ~Fi|⊥, are
minimized. In addition, to ensure that replicas main-
tain equal spacing across the entire path, a spring force
~Fspring with spring constant k is applied between adja-
cent replicas. The net force acting on a given replica to
be minimized is

~Fi,NEB = ~Fi|⊥ + (~Fi,spring· τ̂i)τ̂i (2)

with
~Fi|⊥ = −∇E(~Ri) + (∇E(~Ri)·~τi)~τi (3)

~Fi,spring = k(|~Ri+1 − ~Ri| − |~Ri − ~Ri−1|) (4)

where ∇E represents the intermolecular forces acting on
the atoms. These forces are applied to the intermedi-
ate replicas spanning the transition path, while the end
point nodes remain fixed.

In the so-called free-end NEB treatment [10], the fi-
nal node is no longer fixed, but is allowed to move on
an isoenergy surface. This is accomplished by applying
a force ~Ffree end on the final node

~Ffree end = ~Fspring −
(~Fspring· ~Fend)~Fend

|~Fend|2
(5)

A spring connecting the end node to its neighbor is
purely repulsive ( ~Fspring = k(|~Rn− ~Rn−1|)), and serves
to keep spacing between the adjacent replica. The sec-
ond term in eq 5 is the projection of this spring force
in the direction of the interatomic forces; subtraction
of this from the original spring force results in a force
perpendicular to the interatomic forces, a net force that
moves the replica on a constant energy surface. This
allows one to examine a subset of the total transition
pathway by replacing the final node configuration with
a replica that is closer to the region of interest, such as
near, but over, the transition state barrier.

Results

Mode II Loading

The result of a typical free-end NEB calculation is
shown in Figure 1. The system shown is at a sub-critical
stress intensity of KII = 0.40MPa

√
m. The figure

shows the MEP of the loop emission pathway. The acti-
vation energy barrier for this path is approximately 0.9
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Table 1: Summary of orientations considered for transition pathway analysis.

Crack Orientation Loading Slip System θ Ki,athermal

(plane)[direction] Mode degrees MPa
√

m
(110)[001] I {112}〈111〉 ±54.7 0.96
(112)[111] II {112}〈111〉 0 0.53

Figure 1: Minimum energy path obtained for loop nu-
cleation in NEB calculation for {112}〈111〉 crack at
KII = 0.40MPa

√
m.

eV. Configurations along the minimum energy path at
the transition state and for the free-end configuration at
the end of the calculation are also depicted in Figure 2.
The features of the loop appear qualitatively similar to
hybrid continuum/interplanar potential models [11] and
atomistic simulations [3].

Similar calculations have been performed over a range
of sub-critical stress intensities. As expected, the criti-
cal loop nucleus and activation energy at the transition
state decreases with increasing stress intensity. Below a
stress intensity of ≈ 0.32 MPa

√
m, the apparent criti-

cal loop nucleus width exceeds half the simulation cell
thickness along the crackfront, suggesting that system
size effects may influence the results at this size. The
scaling of the activation energies may be expressed as a
function of sub-critical stress intensity,

∆Eact ∝ (Kath
II −KII)n (6)

The loop activation energy scales to exponent n=3.0.

Figure 2: Resolved shear stress distributions along slip
plane of selected replicas along minimum energgy path
for loop emission under mode II loading at KII =
0.40MPa

√
m. Magnitude of stress color coded from

blue (low) to red (high). Left: transition state, right:
free-end replica.

Mode I Loading

The activation energies obtained as a function of
mode I loading of the (110)〈001〉 crack is shown in Fig-
ure 3. A fit of eq 6 to this data yields a scaling exponent
of 2.6, in reasonable agreement with the previous exam-
ple. Qualitatively, the loop emission process is similar
to the mode II nucleation, although there are more pro-
nounced normal stresses along the dislocation embryo
boundary in this mode. The NEB calculations had more
difficulty converging at loads above the Griffith stress in-
tensity (KI,Gr = 0.865 MPa

√
m). This may be due to

the fact that the competing failure pathway of brittle
cleavage is present. 1

Given the activation energies obtained, we can es-
timate the frequency, ν, of loop nucleation due to ex-
ternal perturbations following the approach of Rice and
Beltz [14],

ν = n(
cshear

b
)exp(

−∆E(KI)
kT

) (7)

1It is worth noting that several Fe potentials, notably those
developed by Ackland et al [12] and Mendelevet al[13] exhibit both
brittle and ductile failure in similar statics simulations, depending
on the precise origin of the inserted crack. This suggests that, for
this orientation, the brittle and ductile failure pathways in these
model materials must be energetically similar. This is in contrast
to many previous simulation studies in Cu or Si, which probe
ductile or brittle pathways where the failure pathway is evidently
tilted strongly in favor of a single response.
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where cshear

b represents the attempt frequency of acti-
vated nucleation, and n represents the number of nucle-
ation sites per unit length of crackfront.

Taking the shear wave speed as ≈ 3km
s , and n as the

inverse of the critical loop width at a given value of KI ,
we can estimate the nucleation frequency as a function
of applied stress intensity. For example, at the Grif-
fith stress and room temperature, the nucleation rate is
≈ 1010 events per mm crackfront per second. Following
Rice, assuming a lower bound frequency of 106(s.mm)−1

is necessary to be observable on a laboratory timescale,
this nucleation pathway should be expected to operate
with ease for a dynamically (overloaded?) moving crack.
This seems consistent with the observations of Odette
et al who found evidence of emission in the dynamic
fracture of (110) cracks in single crystal Fe[15]. Fur-
thermore, at 300K, the nucleation process should be ob-
servable above KI

KI,ath
≈ 0.86, which compares favorably

to the Rice and Beltz estimate of 0.90-0.95.
Over the temperature range of 250-350K, a typical

span over which the fracture toughness of Fe goes from
brittle to ductile, we estimate that the nucleation rate
increase nearly 4 orders of magnitude at KGr. The mag-
nitude of the frequency rise with temperature increases
with decreasing KI , however, it seems clear that in the
range of stresses near the Griffith stress intensity, the
emission process should change from a relatively infre-
quent to frequent event.
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